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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Energize Denver now has two years of benchmarking
data from all buildings in Denver over 25,000 square
feet. We learned that buildings in Denver that have
submitted two years of benchmarking data saw
energy cost savings of $13.5 million dollars in 2017!
These buildings cut energy use by 4.5 percent from
2016 to 2017 (as measured through the reduction in
their weather normalized site energy use intensity).
The non-weather normalized savings was even
more, at 6 percent.
Energize Denver aims to improve the energy
efficiency of large buildings in Denver, targeting
reductions of 10 percent by 2020 and 30 percent
by 2030. The energy used in large buildings is
equivalent to 57 percent of Denver’s greenhouse
gas emissions. Improving the energy efficiency of
buildings in Denver is beneficial for the citizens
who live and work here, and the building owners
who aim to reduce operational costs and engage in
lasting climate change impacts for their customers.
Furthermore, improving energy efficiency is also
one of the most critical ways Denver will reach the
climate goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions
(GHG) by 80 percent in or before 2050, as stated in
its 80x50 Climate Action Plan.
The Energize Denver Benchmarking Requirement
is for all buildings over 25,000 square feet
to annually assess and report their energy
performance using the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) free ENERGY STAR® Portfolio
Manager tool. The largest building types in Denver
are apartment, office and condominium buildings,
in that order. This year Denver buildings had an
average ENERGY STAR® score of 66, two points
lower than 2017’s average of 68.

In addition to benchmarking, Energize Denver gives
Energy Efficiency Awards each year to buildings
that have improved their energy efficiency the
most. We promote the use of Commercial
Property Assessed Clean Energy (C-PACE),
which allows building owners to finance the upfront costs of energy efficiency improvements.
In 2019, we will begin an Energy Smart Leasing
program to help owners and tenants save
energy in leased space. Finally, Denver’s new
Green Building Ordinance includes an Energy
Program as one compliance option for existing
buildings at the time of roof replacement.
Achieving the overall 30 percent reduction goal
in energy consumption by 2030 is possible if all
buildings become as efficient as those currently
performing at the 81st percentile (as determined
by Energy Use Intensity, or EUI) of the building
type. The 81st percentile is an important metric,
as it is the minimum percentile all buildings have
to reach to save 30 percent. Improving building
energy efficiency will allow the building sector to
help Denver meet its 80x50 climate goal.
In addition, Denver also would see an annual energy
savings cost of about $88 million, measured in
today’s energy prices. These energy cost savings
can be achieved with energy efficiency measures
that provide a remarkable return on investment for
owners and tenants. A report from the Rockefeller
Foundation and Deutsche Bank Group showed that
investing an estimated $340 million in improving
building energy efficiency in Denver could result
in $1.3 billion in energy savings over 10 years —
that’s $130 million per year in savings using offthe-shelf energy efficiency measures.
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INTRODUCTION
Denver’s 80x50 Climate Action Plan defines
how Denver will meet its long-term climate
goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions 80
percent below the 2005 levels by the year 2050.
(For details, visit www.denvergov.org/climate.)
Energize Denver’s building energy efficiency
programs are a key component of the City’s efforts
to achieve the 80x50 goal. The energy used in
large buildings results in 57 percent of Denver’s
greenhouse gas emissions.
Energize Denver aims to reduce the energy
consumption of large buildings by 10 percent by
2020 and 30 percent by 2030. Improving building
energy efficiency will help protect and enhance
Denver’s quality of life, while also providing
opportunities to strengthen the economy.
Investing an estimated $340 million in improving
1

“United States Building Energy Efficiency Retrofits: Market Sizing
and Financing Models.” Rockefeller Foundation and Deutsche Bank
Group. March 2012. Numbers scaled to City and County of Denver.

building energy efficiency could result in 4,000
local jobs and $1.3 billion in energy savings over
10 years.1 Energize Denver works to achieve these
goals through the benchmarking requirement,
energy efficiency awards, the commercial property
assessed clean energy program, the energy
program and energy smart leasing. The energy
program and energy smart leasing will scale up
in 2019, and so are detailed in the Next Steps &
Goals section at the end of this report.
BENCHMARKING REQUIREMENT
Benchmarking is the foundation of the City’s work to
improve building energy efficiency, because you can’t
manage what you don’t measure. All buildings over
25,000 square feet are required to annually assess
and report their energy performance using the U.S.
EPA’s free ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager® tool,
an online tool to measure and track energy and
waste consumption, as well as greenhouse gas

Figure 1: The Energize Denver Benchmarking Map, an interactive online tool showing building energy
performance data submitted to the City. (To view the map online, visit www.energizedenver.org)
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emissions. The City publishes the data to enable the
market to better value energy efficiency, similar to
the miles-per-gallon ratings for cars or the nutrition
labels found on food and beverages.
This report presents an analysis of the
benchmarking reports received in the 2018
reporting cycle, which covers energy use data
for calendar year 2017. Data on the energy use
of buildings over 25,000 square feet, including
all Denver municipal buildings over this size, are
included in this report. In 2018, 3,026 buildings
were required to submit data, an increase of 1,203
from the 2017 cycle, when only buildings 50,000
square feet and larger were required to report.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AWARDS
The Energize Denver Energy Efficiency Awards are
for the three office buildings, three apartment
buildings and three hotels that improved their
energy efficiency the most from 2016 to 2017.
Here are the winners!
OFFICES:
1st Place: Tamarac Plaza, 1, 7555 E Hampden
Ave. Cut energy use by 35 percent.
2nd Place: Havana Gold, 4880 Havana St.
ENERGY STAR score improved from 26 to 43.
3rd Place: Market Center, 1624 Market St.
ENERGY STAR score improved from 78 to 96

The deadline for submitting building performance
data is June 1 every year. Similar to the results
from 2017, in 2018, we achieved an overall
compliance rate of 90 percent for all covered
buildings. 2018 was the first year buildings
25,000-50,000 square feet had to report; they
had a compliance rate of 84 percent. Buildings
over 50,000 square feet had a compliance rate
of 94 percent.

APARTMENTS:

To assist owners and operators with compliance,
the City has a Help Center where questions are
answered via phone and email. The Benchmarking
Help Center, run by Overlay Consulting, took 5,662
calls and answered 1,044 emails from JanuarySeptember 2018. We also hold training sessions
and in-person help sessions, and provide a
directory of benchmarking services providers. In
addition, we provide scorecards to every building
each fall letting them know how the building is
doing compared to last year and compared to
other buildings in Denver. More information can
be found at www.denvergov.org/energizedenver.

HOTELS:

1st Place: The Lodge, 4710 E. Mississippi Ave.
Cut energy use by 31 percent.
2nd Place: 1000 South Broadway, 1000 S.
Broadway, ENERGY STAR score improved from 77
to 99.
3rd Place: The Denver House, 1055 Logan St.
ENERGY STAR score improved from 86 to 96.
1st Place: Hampton Inn and Suites, 1845
Sherman St. ENERGY STAR score improved from
52 to 98.
2nd Place: Doubletree by Hilton, 3203 Quebec
St. Increased ENERGY STAR score from 67 to 71.
3rd Place: Crown Plaza Denver, 1450 Glenarm
Place. Cut electric use by 8 percent and natural
gas by 13 percent.
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COMMERCIAL PROPERTY ASSESSED CLEAN
ENERGY (C-PACE)

than two to three years. The following is the list of
Denver projects that have closed to date:

Through Colorado Commercial Property Assessed
Clean Energy (C-PACE), property owners and
developers across Denver will be able to access
a new financing tool to invest in energy efficiency,
renewable energy and water conservation
improvements. The voluntary program lowers the
cost of third-party financing, which is repaid through
the property tax assessment process. Participants
receive capital to finance eligible improvements,
and repayment is collected through the property
tax assessment process (a voluntary assessment
is placed on the building owner’s property tax bill).
The assessment can provide long-term financing
of up to 25 years and can stay with the property
at the time of sale, removing traditional barriers
to financing projects with payback cycles longer

• W.E. O’Neil Construction, $519,936
• Forney Museum of Transportation, $61,073
• Havana Gold, $1,100,000
• Vrain Street Investments $2,826,301
• Key 3300 Investments, $626,466
• 1720 Tower Investments, $1,664,631
• 125 Rampart Way, $140,890
• 130 Rampart Way, $145,257
• Petroleum Building, $1,127,961
• Shafer, $225,144
• 3198 Black Street, $500,000
For more information, visit www.copace.com
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BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS
The data collected through the benchmarking
requirement has taught us a lot about the
characteristics of buildings in Denver. The
three largest building types are apartment,
office and condominiums, in that order. The
benchmarking requirements apply to any large
building with a square footage greater than
25,000 square feet, which means that unless
multiple buildings on a single parcel share the
same energy meter, compliance is required at
the individual building level.
The analysis presented in this report is based on
data submitted during the reporting cycle in 2018.
The City received 2,734 Portfolio Manager reports

that passed all of the data quality checks required
for compliance. Exemptions approved totaled
367; meanwhile, 289 buildings did not comply in
the 2018 reporting cycle. The data quality checks
that were run on all submissions are documented
in the Appendix, along with the available types
of exemptions and a summary of how many
exemptions of each type were approved. The
summary analysis presented in this report covers
2,263 buildings and nearly 265 million square feet
that submitted a complete benchmarking report.
Below, Figure 2 shows additional information on
building types and compliance rate.

Figure 2: Property type breakdown is shown for all buildings subject to the ordinance in 2018. Buildings in blue submitted complete benchmarking reports; those in black are exempt; and those in red are
out of compliance.
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Figure 3 shows Building Type Distribution among
buildings that submitted their complete reports
in terms of square footage. The three largest
types are: Apartments accounting for 468
buildings within the required reporting area,
or 51,590,429 square feet; Offices comprising
307 buildings in the required reporting area, or

50,601,902 square feet; and Condominiums,
271 of which are in the required reporting area,
with a square footage of 25,727,019. Other
notable building types include 78 Municipal
buildings with 20,314,599 square feet reported,
and 167 K-12 buildings submitting data on
15,652,397 square feet of space.

Figure 3: Property type breakdown for all buildings in compliance
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ENERGY PERFORMANCE
Both Energy Use Intensity (EUI), which measures
the total amount of energy used per square foot
in a building, and an ENERGY STAR® score (1100) are used to measure energy performance
for Energize Denver. For the energy performance
analysis, the data was further filtered in order
to be able to make accurate summaries of the
dataset with the greatest number of buildings
possible. Buildings were included in the energy
analysis if they contained complete energy data,
including site EUI and square footage. Buildings
with ENERGY STAR scores of 100 or 1 were
removed. After analyzing the distribution of EUIs

of the total dataset and by building type, buildings
with EUIs outside the range of 5 to 500 were also
removed. This ensured that averages would not
be exaggerated by a small number of very energyintense buildings, and that buildings with incorrect
data would not adversely affect summary metrics.
In all, 2,263 buildings were analyzed in 2018.
2018 ENERGY STAR SCORES AND EUI
DISTRIBUTION
In the ENERGY STAR® scoring system, a score
of 50 represents a building performing at the
national median while 75 or higher means a

Figure 4: Distribution of ENERGY STAR® Scores by Total Building Count

Number of Buildings

Median ENERGY
STAR® Score (73)

Average ENERGY
STAR® Score (66)

ENERGY STAR Score
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building is a top performer, in the top quartile of
similar buildings nationwide. An ENERGY STAR
score of 75 is also the minimum required in order
to be eligible to earn ENERGY STAR certification
from the EPA. The average ENERGY STAR score of
buildings in Denver is 66 while the median score
is 73, above the national median of 50. Figure 4
shows the distribution of ENERGY STAR® scores in
Denver against the total number of buildings.
Average weather normalized site EUI varies
among the different building types in Denver due
to different space uses and operational needs
among these buildings. For example, since energy
use is required to maintain operations including
lighting, equipment, and HVAC, hospitals have

an average weather normalized site EUI of 239
compared to an average weather normalized
site EUI of 56 for a non-refrigerated warehouse.
For this reason, comparisons can only be made
within building types using EUI but not across all
building types.
Figure 5 shows the weather normalized site EUI
distribution in Denver. Most buildings have an EUI
between 25 and 125. The section on the right of
figure 5 shows the few buildings that have very
high EUIs, and these are for buildings that have
energy-intense uses. Overall Denver’s median
weather normalized site EUI is 67 and the average
weather normalized site EUI is 79.

Figure 5: Weather Normalized Site Energy Use by Total Building Count

Number of Buildings

Median Weather
Normalized Site EUI (67)
Average Weather
Normalized Site EUI (79)

Weather Normalized Site EUI
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YEAR OVER YEAR COMPARISON
The buildings that have submitted two years of
data, representing 1,161 properties, cut energy
use by 4.5 percent from 2016 to 2017! This is
measured through the reduction in their weather
normalized site energy use intensity. The nonweather normalized savings was 6 percent.
These results will help Denver meet its climate
change goals, but they mean that building owners

saw reduced operational costs of $13.5 million
in 2017. Other cities around the nation with
benchmarking and transparency requirements
have seen 2 to 3 percent energy savings year
over year from buildings that are subject to such
benchmarking requirements.2 Figure 6 below
shows reporting years with EUI data, including
the trajectory of energy savings from the 2017
reporting cycle to the 2018 one.

Figure 6: Weather Normalized Site Energy Use Year-over-Year Comparison
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2

https://www.imt.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/IMT_ComparisonMatrix_USCommercialBenchmarking_09.2018.pdf
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Figure 7 shows year-over-year changes in ENERGY

had an overall gain on their energy efficiency when

STAR scores for the buildings that submitted data to

evaluated with this metric, while others, including

Energize Denver. Some sectors and building types,

Offices and K-12 schools, experienced a drop in

such as Apartments, Condominiums and Hotels,

score within the 2018 reporting cycle.

Figure 7: Median ENERGY STAR® scores for buildings with two years of Benchmarking Data
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ENERGY PERFORMANCE BY BUILDING TYPE
Figure 8 describes the energy performance of the
largest building types by square footage included
in this analysis. Apartments and Offices represent
the most buildings in Denver. Offices also have the
highest average ENERGY STAR® Score in the 2018
reporting period for Energize Denver, coming in at
70, with Condominiums representing the secondhighest average score at 66.

A comparison to the EUI of the 81st percentile is
given because if all buildings became as efficient
as the 81st percentile, then a total energy savings
of 30 percent would be achieved across all
buildings, putting Denver on track to meet our
goal of reducing emissions 80 percent by 2050.
Achieving these savings would result in a total
annual energy cost savings of about $88 million
per year.

Figure 8: Energy Performance by Building Type, Largest Building Types
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EMISSIONS
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
& FUEL SOURCES
Figure 9 shows the greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions distribution by building type. This
graph shows a similar distribution to the square
footage distribution graph. However, these
proportions do not always align when compared
to the size of buildings within various property

types. For example, while office buildings
represent 19 percent of the total square footage,
they are 21 percent of total GHG emissions,
while municipal buildings represent 8 percent of
the total square footage and 12 percent of total
GHG emissions because of the energy intensity
of buildings at the airport.

Figure 9: Total Emissions (GHG) by Property Type
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FUTURE GOALS / NEXT STEPS
The 4.5 percent energy savings from 2016
to 2017 is a strong indication that the
benchmarking requirements for buildings over
25,000 square feet are helping building owners
to increase their building’s energy efficiency.
The Energize Denver team and all of DDPHE
looks forward to continuing our energy efficiency
and climate change work in 2019, which will be
the third consecutive year of reporting and the
first with two years of data on all buildings over
25,000 square feet. Additional analysis of the
2018 benchmarking data can be found in the
appendices for this document at www.denvergov.
org/energizedenver.
Energize Denver will scale up our work with a
new Energy Program and Energy Smart Leasing
projects in 2019. Below is a preview of what to
expect from these projects. If you are interested
in advising the City on next steps in our Energize
Denver work, please join our Energize Denver
Advisory Group of stakeholders who meet monthly
to help City staff determine next steps. To join,
send an email to energizedenver@denvergov.org.

ENERGY PROGRAM
Enrollment in the Energy Program is one
compliance option for existing buildings under
Denver’s Green Building Ordinance at the time
of roof replacement. The building owner will
have five years following their enrollment date
to achieve one of the following options:
• An ENERGY STAR® score of 85 or higher.
• Installation of solar panels located onsite,
as detailed in option B above, or an off-site
solar purchase equivalent to 100 percent of
the electricity used in the building.
• A 10 percent improvement in Energy Use
Intensity (EUI) for buildings between 25,000
and 49,999 square feet.
• A 15 percent improvement in EUI for
buildings of 50,000 square feet or more.
Additional details and program requirements
are located online at www.denvergov.org/
EnergizeDenver > Energy Program. Enrolling in the
Energy Program is valid for 20 years or through
one roof replacement, whichever is longer.
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ENERGY SMART LEASING
In 2019, the City will begin a program that makes
Energy Smart Leasing the standard practice in
Denver by the end of 3 years. Energy Smart Leasing
can deliver higher ROI over the term of the lease
for the owner and the tenant because the energy
savings are shared. The owner gets an improved
asset that rents at a premium. The tenant sees a
portion of the reduced energy costs and increased
productivity and sales — sufficient to cover any rent
increase. The greatest benefit to the tenant comes
from higher employee productivity and satisfaction
due to improved thermal comfort, natural daylight,
and residing in a healthy building, A recent U.S.
Department of Labor study showed that people
(salaries) cost a company 100 times more
than energy, so while a lower utility bill is great,
increasing employee productivity makes residing
in an efficient office building very compelling. A
recent study by investment management company
JLL showed efficient buildings increase productivity
by 6–16 percent.

There are three main elements to an Energy
Smart Lease:
1. Space Selection: A tenant can ask the right
questions when selecting a new space to
lease.
2. Efficient Lease Clauses: These leases
promote energy efficiency by creating lease
structures that equitably align the costs
and benefits of efficiency investments
between building owners and tenants.
3. Tenant Space: Tenants can make their own
space energy efficient by lowering plug load,
or any device that is plugged into a building’s
electrical system — think computers, printers
and data servers.
Look for more details on progress with this
program in next year’s annual report, or at
www.denvergov.org/energizedenver.
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GLOSSARY
ENERGY STAR® Score: The Environmental
Protection Agency’s 1-100 ENERGY STAR®
score is an external benchmark for assessing
the performance of commercial buildings. The
ENERGY STAR score, expressed as a number
on a simple 1-100 scale, rates performance
on a percentile basis: buildings with a score
of 50 perform better than 50 percent of their
peers; buildings earning a score of 75 or higher
are in the top quartile of energy performance.
Additional information can be found at
www.energystar.gov.
EPA: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
GHG: Greenhouse gas emission
kBtu: Btu is the British thermal unit; “k” stands
for kilo, and thus 1 kBtu equals 1,000 Btu, or the
amount of heat it takes to raise the temperature
of 1,000 pounds of water by 1 degree Fahrenheit.

C-PACE: Property Assessed Clean Energy, a simple
and effective way to finance energy efficiency,
renewable energy, and water conservation
upgrades to buildings.
Portfolio Manager: An online tool developed by
the U.S. EPA that is used nationwide to measure
and track energy and water consumption, as well
as greenhouse gas emissions.
Weather Normalized Site Energy Use Intensity (EUI):
The total amount of energy used per square foot in a
building, normalized for weather. The energy is a sum
of all the fuel types used in the building, including
electricity, natural gas, fuel oil and steam, which are
converted to kBtu, summed together, and then divided
by the total square footage of the building. The higher
the EUI, the more energy is used per square foot of
space. The data is then weather normalized so that
EUIs can be compared year over year — even if a very
cool summer is followed by a very warm one.
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